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Introduction
Jute is known as second most important fiber after cotton. It’s the hard and brittle fiber 

because of the presence of lignin layer. It’s come from nature that’s why it is environmentally 
friendly. The main chemical compositions are made of cellulose that’s why the product made 
of this can easily absorbed by the nature [1]. In the recent years the temperature of the 
environment is increasing because of the global warming. The reason behind this temperature 
rising is neglecting the environmental product. So that it’s necessary to replace the synthetic 
products with natural products. Jute fiber is a good source of natural cellulosic fiber [2]. At 
present the use of jute product is increasing day by day. In the past people was used jute for 
making sacks only. But now a day it’s changing. Many decorative products are making by using 
jute like carpet, mat, curtail etc [3].
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Abstract
Fibers are the main raw materials in the textile industry. Now-a-days various types of fibers are available 
around the world but all fibers are not textile fibers. Because for being textile fibers, the fibers must have 
some particular physical and chemical properties. The length of natural fiber plays an important role 
both in the spinning process and product quality. In this work, it is highlighted about a long staple natural 
fiber which is called jute fiber. In the 19th century, jute fiber was called the *Golden Fiber* of Bangladesh. 
After that this fiber lost its name and fame for the cause of our negligence and lack of knowledge. It is very 
difficult to know about jute because a few people were working on it. Though it’s a long fiber but there are 
some problems with its fixed length because this fiber consists of a large number of ultimate cells whose 
length is 1.5 to 4 millimeters and these cells are attached by lignin which is known as natural cement. A 
long fiber which is 5 to 10 feet forms after attaching these ultimate cells. During the retting period some 
of the lignin layers break down and long fiber length of fibers becomes shorter. Another important thing 
is these fibers have a mesh structure for this reason it’s difficult to identify the actual length of the fibers. 
That’s why fibers obtained after retting are passed through jute carding machines. The main function of 
the jute carding machine is to split up and break down the mesh structure. After carding, it’s quite easy to 
measure the length of splitted jute fibers. There are not any suit-able machines for measuring the length 
of jute fibers. Previously people used the scale for measuring the jute fibers’ length manually, through this 
it is so difficult to measure the length of the long fibers accurately. Here an instrument has been designed 
with Arduino UNO, Ultrasonic distance sensor, Image-j software, C-programming and fabricated for meas-
uring the fibers’ length easily and accurately as well as this instrument can measure the number of fibers 
in that particular length. By using this instrument anyone can easily measure the length of the fibers and 
the number of fibers within a short possible time efficiently.

Keywords: Splitted jute fiber; Arduino UNO; Ultrasonic distance sensor; Image-J software; C-Program-
ming
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The structure of jute fiber is brittle like because of the presence 
of the lignin layer. In general, it shows strong tensile properties with 
the presence of alkali [4]. Though is the strongest fiber that’s why 
the strength of this fiber depends on the structure of the cellulose. 
More oriented cellulosic structure shows more strength [5]. The 
strength of structure is needed to reduce for proper use. That’s why 
it is treated with chemical. Emulsion is one kind of solution which 
is used for making surface soften and that is useful to use for the 
nest process [6]. Actually there is no fixed length for jute fiber, but 
small length ultimate fibers are attached with each other and form 
a long fiber [7].

Materials and Methods
Materials

For this thesis work, it is tried to use those materials which are 
available around us. The material which has been used for the work 
are given below: 

Arduino UNO, Breadboards, Jumping Wire, HC-SR04 ultrasonic 
range finder, Image-J software, Android mobile, USB cable, Glue 
gun, Anti-cutter, Toy wheel, PVC foam board, Comber. 

Methods

Testing methods are very important thing for checking the 
quality of any product. Types of testing methods:

a. Qualitative 

b. Quantitative (a measured value)

c. Categorical [8]

Here quantitative testing method has been used.

The ultrasonic range finder distance measurement method: 
This sensor is post popular for using the distance accurately. The 
accuracy limit for measuring the distance of this sensor is 2cm up 
to 400cm. The working procedure of this sensor is same as the law 
of velocity. Here a frequency from the Vcc pin of the sensor emits 
and it’s reflected by any support and return to the sensor and this 
this frequency is captured by Echo pin. After that the distance can 
be measured by using the law of velocity.

The formula relating the speed of sound, distance, and time 
travelled is:

Speed=Distance/Time

Rearranging this formula, we get the formula used to calculate 
distance:

Distance=Speed ×Time

For getting the accurate result it is needed to maintain the air 
medium. Because the speed of frequency depends on the properties 
of the medium [9]:

C= 331.4 + (0.606×T) + (0.0124×H) (1)

C is Speed of sound (m/s)

331.4 is Speed of sound at 0 °C and 0% humidity

T is Temperature in °C

H is % Humidity 

Fabrication of the instrument

Fabrication is the process of making something new with 
new dimension. Here it was fabricated a new designed machine 
for measuring the splitted jute fiber length. For fabrication of any 
electrical machine, it’s needed to make a complete circuit. The 
complete electric circuit has been given below (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Full circuit connection.

Designing the machine After making the circuit, now it’s time 
design the machine. After doing this the gets it proper shapes. 
Arduino Uno is using in the modern recent research work because 
it is easy for a new researcher who wants to work on automation 
system. This this many more modern basic programming code can 
be applied and by applying this one can invent new modern thing 
[10].

The main parts of this machine are i. Reflection board, ii. Side 
board, iii. Sensor carrier, iv. Device moving path. It was tried to make 
the design so simple as much as possible because this machine is 
designing at home by using the things near our hand. At first by 
using MS office the main frame design had been made. The design 
of the machine is given below (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Main frame of the machine.

Making the parts of the machine by using materials for making 
the parts of the machine at first some PVC boards were taken and 
the materials by using anti-cutter with the following measurement 
(Table 1):
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Table 1: Measurement of the major parts of the machine.

Major Parts Length (cm) Width (cm) Height (cm)

i. Reflection board 60 1 6.5

ii. Side board 60 3 3

iii. Sensor carrier 60 3.5 0.3

iv. Device moving path 52 6 1.5

After cutting the parts, those were attached by using glue-gun. 
Then after few minutes it cool down and attached the pats strongly 
(Figure 3).

Figure 3: After attaching all parts.

Installing the program at first C-programming was formed 
and checked that program by the using of Arduino software. The 
Arduino language is C++. The C++ language has become more 
popular for this Arduino [11]. By using this many hard and complex 
code can be solved easily [12].

After completing the connection the program is to be uploaded 
on the Arduino. 

#define trigPin 10

#define echoPin 13

void setup() {

Serial.begin (9600);

pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT);

pinMode(echoPin, INPUT);

}

void loop() {

float duration, distance;

digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);

delayMicroseconds(2);

digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);

delayMicroseconds(10);

digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);

duration = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);

distance = (duration / 2) * 0.0344;

if (distance >= 400 || distance <= 2){

Serial.print(“Distance = “);

Serial.println(“Out of range”);

}

else {

Serial.print(“Distance = “);

Serial.print(distance);

Serial.println(“ cm”);

delay(2000);

}

delay(2000);

}

After uploading the code in Arduino the monitor looks like 
below (Figure 4):

Figure 4: The codes after verifying in arduino software.

Results and Discussion
After the alignment of all splitted jute fibers from breaker card 

in Baer sorter diagram, we got various types length of jute fibers in 
diagram. Fiber sorter is an instrument which enables the sample 
to be fractionalized into length groups. The Baer sorter is the most 
popular method of the fiber sorter. Preparation of a fringe or tuft 
with all fibers aligned at one end. The separation or withdrawal 
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of fibers in order of decreasing length. The preparation of a sorter 
diagram by laying the fibers on a black pad in decreasing order 
of length, the fibers parallel and their lower ends aligned along a 
horizontal base line as shown in Figure. Here it was trying to find 
out the accuracy of automated length measurement machine’s 
result as well as to compare the Baer diagram with the graph, which 
we got automatic way by using Image-J software.

Measuring the length and number of fibers of splitted jute 

fibers in an automated way for Sample.

a) Identifying the length of the splitted jute fiber: 
At first the Baer diagram of Sample is placed in the automated 
machine. After doing this we marked the some length because those 
lengths are needed to be measured. Then run the Arduino software 
properly. If it runs accurately then the result will be shown in the 
serial monitor. After taking the values from the serial monitor, the 
values are plotted in an excel file (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Baer diagram of sample and identifying the length of splitted jute fiber in an automated way for a sample.

Table 2: Number of fibers in particular length for sample.

Fiber Length (cm) Number of the Fibers

45.91 4

39.23 9

33.35 17

31.11 28

29.82 35

27.49 55

22.27 66

19.93 101

17.53 104

14.53 126

10.89 130

8.15 136

b) Counting the number of splitted jute fibers and 

plotting the diagram: At first captured the photo from the Baer 
diagram by using an android mobile and transfer the photo to the 
computer by using USB cable. Then we open Image-J software and 
analysis the number of fibers in that particular length, which is 
measured before by using an automated machine. After that the 
number of the fibers are calculated in that particular length and 
plotted those in an excel file and finally find a diagram which is 
generated automatically (Table 2).

These values should be plotted carefully for generating the 
actual graph (Figure 6).

The above graph shows different types of fibers lengths which 
have been identified from Sample-1. Here the maximum fibers 
length is 45.91cm and the minimum length of fibers is 8.51cm. 
Others length of fibers are situated between these maximum and 
minimum length of fibers. There are 136 of fibers in the given 
sample. It is easy to identify the number of fibers in particular 
length accurately.
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Figure 6: Graph of number of fibers vs. fiber length for sample.

Limitations
This is known to all that there is no unmixed blessing on the 

earth. So, like this it was very difficult to develop something new. 
The reasons which were responsible for limitations are:

1. Shortage of jute related modern books and technologies.

2. Lacking of the development of jute machines.

3. Lacking of proper workshops.

4. Limitation of sensor related product for length 
measurement.

5. Lacking knowledge of perfect programming for perfect 
sensor.

6. Wasting a lot of time to gather knowledge about Arduino 
Uno programming.

7. Had to study too many things like Arduino, c-programming 
etc.

8. Limitations to go outside for gathering knowledge due to 
COVID-19 pandemic situation.

Conclusion
Modern world is heading towards sustainable a product, that’s 

why a lot of scopes remaining to deal with the fibers which we 
get from nature. For this reason, it is needed to gather modern 
knowledge about these natural things. In this thesis work here, a 
modern machine has been fabricated. Through which the length of 
splitted jute fiber length can be measured easily as well as number 
of fibers can be identified. This is very important to know about 
the accurate length of fiber. There is no fixed length for jute fiber 
because of its mesh structure. That’s why it’s very difficult for the 
manufacturer to consider a particular length. If this is possible to 

measure the length, then many more products can be produced 
by using that particular length. Breaker carding machine is the 
first machine which breaks down the mesh structure. So it is very 
important to know about its initial breaking fiber length. By knowing 
this splitted fibers length next machine settings can be adjusted 
easily and perfect adjustment causes less breakage. As a result 
fine regular jute yarn can be produced with higher productivity. 
Diversified good quality jute products can be produced by using 
this quality yarn, which will impact our economical prospect by 
earning valuable foreign currency.
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